About 35 years ago a class of galaxies with unusual spectral characteristics was discovered in distant galaxy clusters [1, 2]. These objects, alternatively referred to as post-starburst, E+A or k+a galaxies, are now known to occur in all environments and at all redshifts [3][4][5][6][7], with many exhibiting compact morphologies and low-surface brightness features indicative of past galaxy mergers [3, 8]. They are commonly thought to represent galaxies that are transitioning from blue to red sequence, making them critical to our understanding of the origins of galaxy bimodality [9][10][11][12][13][14]. However, recent observational studies have questioned this simple interpretation [15, 18]. From observations alone, it is challenging to disentangle the different mechanisms that may lead to the post-starburst phase. Here we present examples of four different evolutionary pathways through the post-starburst phase found in the EAGLE cosmological simulation [19, 20]: blue→blue, blue→red, red→red and truncated. Each pathway is consistent with scenarios hypothesised for observational samples [2, 15, 18, 22]. The fact that post-starburst spectral characteristics can be attained via various evolutionary channels explains the diversity of properties of post-starburst galaxies found in observational studies, and lends support to the idea that slower quenching channels are dominant at low-redshift [23, 24] Most galaxies in the local Universe are either blue, gas-rich systems featuring a prominent disky component, where new stars are being formed from the interstellar gas reservoirs, or red, often spheroidal galaxies with little to no cold gas. The build up of the red population over cosmic time indicates that star-forming spirals are transformed into quiescent ellipticals. The paucity of intermediate "green valley" galaxies may imply that galaxies preferentially undergo a rapid blue-to-red transformation, rather than gradually consuming their gas supply via steady star formation. Numerous scenarios have been proposed that could lead to such a rapid transformation of galaxies, with or without concurrent alteration of morphology from disk to spheroid; however, observations have found it difficult to corroborate or falsify these theories.
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About 35 years ago a class of galaxies with unusual spectral characteristics was discovered in distant galaxy clusters [1, 2] . These objects, alternatively referred to as post-starburst, E+A or k+a galaxies, are now known to occur in all environments and at all redshifts [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] , with many exhibiting compact morphologies and low-surface brightness features indicative of past galaxy mergers [3, 8] . They are commonly thought to represent galaxies that are transitioning from blue to red sequence, making them critical to our understanding of the origins of galaxy bimodality [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . However, recent observational studies have questioned this simple interpretation [15, 18] . From observations alone, it is challenging to disentangle the different mechanisms that may lead to the post-starburst phase. Here we present examples of four different evolutionary pathways through the post-starburst phase found in the EAGLE cosmological simulation [19, 20] : blue→blue, blue→red, red→red and truncated. Each pathway is consistent with scenarios hypothesised for observational samples [2, 15, 18, 22] . The fact that post-starburst spectral characteristics can be attained via various evolutionary channels explains the diversity of properties of post-starburst galaxies found in observational studies, and lends support to the idea that slower quenching channels are dominant at low-redshift [23, 24] Most galaxies in the local Universe are either blue, gas-rich systems featuring a prominent disky component, where new stars are being formed from the interstellar gas reservoirs, or red, often spheroidal galaxies with little to no cold gas. The build up of the red population over cosmic time indicates that star-forming spirals are transformed into quiescent ellipticals. The paucity of intermediate "green valley" galaxies may imply that galaxies preferentially undergo a rapid blue-to-red transformation, rather than gradually consuming their gas supply via steady star formation. Numerous scenarios have been proposed that could lead to such a rapid transformation of galaxies, with or without concurrent alteration of morphology from disk to spheroid; however, observations have found it difficult to corroborate or falsify these theories.
Observations of post-starburst galaxies opened a new door into the study of galaxy evolution as their characteristics place them in a transition phase between the two main classes of the general galaxy population [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . Idealised simulations of galaxy mergers confirm that a brief ( 600 Myr) post-starburst phase can follow a gas-rich merger, in which a powerful central starburst is succeeded by rapid quenching of star formation and significant morphological transformation [11, 25, 26] . However, a large fraction of local post-starburst galaxies contain considerable cold gas reservoirs that may return them to the blue sequence [16, 17] , although the gas may not be in a favourable state for star formation [27] . Additionally, those in the densest environments may reflect stages in a cyclic evolution within the red population [15, 18, 22] . growth of the red sequence [5, 11, 24] .
The scarcity of post-starburst galaxies, particularly in the local Universe, makes disentangling their origins challenging. While the spectral features remain visible for up to ≈ 1Gyr, any tidal features from past mergers fade rapidly [within 200-400 Myr for SDSS-depth images 14, 18] . However, with cosmological simulations now showing good agreement with a large range of galaxy population observables [e.g. 19, 28] watching post-starburst galaxies evolve in real-time has become an attainable goal.
In the Methods section below we describe how we identified galaxies with post-starburst spectral signatures and M > 10 9.5 M from the EAGLE simulation. We use a Principal Component Analysis (PCA) method that is sensitive to older and weaker bursts than traditional meth-ods, and includes galaxies that do not completely shutdown their star formation following the burst. At z = 0.1 we find a number density in EAGLE of 7 × 10 −6 Mpc −3 , consistent with an observational comparison sample.
We followed the spectral evolution of all the z = 0.1 snapshot galaxies over the previous 2.5 Gyr, and identified 124 galaxies that exhibited post-starburst signatures during this time period. Of these galaxies, we identified three distinct evolutionary pathways consistent with those suggested by observational studies [15, 18] . We found ≈27% of the post-starburst galaxies transferred from blue to red sequence, 60% remained in the blue cloud typically with decreased specific star formation rates (sSFR), and 2% were in a cyclic evolution within the red sequence. The remaining ≈10% either start or end in the post-starburst phase. We additionally found that ≈50% of galaxies entering the post-starburst region had not undergone a distinct short-lived starburst, but rather a sharp truncation of their star formation [2] . These truncated star-formation histories have been identified as potential progenitors of red-spiral and S0 galaxies [21] .
Here we present the detailed evolutionary histories of three post-starburst galaxies, selected to represent the three different pathways, plus an example of a galaxy that has undergone truncation of its star formation. In Figure 1 we show their star-formation and merger histories, the evolution of their gas to stellar mass ratios, their shape-asymmetry parameter A s and concentration index C. The shape-asymmetry measures morphological disturbance with A s > 0.2 identifying past or ongoing mergers, while the concentration index takes values of around 3 and 4 for disks and spheroids respectively. In Figure 2 we show synthetic gri composite images of the four galaxies. Figure 3 presents the evolution of the two spectral indices used to identify the post-starburst galaxies: PC1 measures the shape of the continuum around 4000Å (a proxy for mean stellar age), and PC2 measures the excess Balmer line absorption. The excess of A and F stars in post-starburst galaxies leads to large PC2 values a few hundred Myr following the starburst. Further details are provided in the Methods section below.
Case I -ID17473042 -"Classic" blue→red. Prior to entering the post-starburst phase, object 17473042 is a star-forming galaxy with a star-formation rate (SFR) of ≈ 5M /yr and sSFR of 3 × 10 −10 /yr. It experiences a strong starburst about 1 Gyr before z = 0.1 associated with a major merger with another galaxy (stellar mass ratio of 0.62). The brief enhancement in star formation is followed by a rapid quenching leading to a quiescent remnant with sSFR≈ 10 −12 /yr by z = 0.1. This decline in SFR is mirrored in the evolution of the cold gas mass to stellar mass ratio, which drops below 0.05 from values of ≈0.3 prior to the merger-induced starburst. In the PC1-PC2 distribution the galaxy undergoes a clear transition: starting out in the blue-cloud, then moving to smaller PC1 (higher sSFR) upon the onset of the starburst, passing through the post-starburst phase with high PC2, to rapidly head towards the red sequence. The transition is also visible in the morphology of the system: the violent interaction disrupts the stellar orbits from the initial disk-like configuration (C < 3.0) leading to a brief but significant morphological disturbance (A s > 0.2). The total time of visible disturbance is about 0.5 Gyr predominantly prior to the merger, after which the remnant settles into a system with a prominent spheroidal component (C ≈ 4.0). The image analysis reveals a second period of morphological disturbance at a lookback time of 3 Gyr, with no corresponding interaction. However, a movie reveals a close rapid encounter ("fly-by").
Case II -ID9052812 -blue cycle. Similar to the previous example, object 9052812 is a star-forming galaxy with a SFR of ≈ 4M /yr and sSFR of ≈ 10 −9 /yr prior to entering the post-starburst phase. It experiences a strong starburst about 2 Gyr before z = 0.1 which coincides with a merger with a mass ratio of 0.26. Unlike the previous case the remnant continues to form stars after the starburst, with a reduced sSFR≈ 4 × 10 −11 /yr by z = 0.1. A large fraction of the galaxy's total gas reservoir is either exhausted or expelled during the merger; however, the residual gas is sufficient to continue star formation after the interaction. The evolution of the system in PC1-PC2 space is cyclic within the blue cloud ('blue cycle'), with a brief transition through the starburst and post-starburst regions. Similarly to before, the merger signatures are clearly visible for a brief period of time (≈ 0.5 Gyr) and growth of the spheroidal component occurs as the stellar orbits settle after the merger (from C ≈ 3.0 to C ≈ 4.0). This case also clearly illustrates how a central starburst can temporarily increase C to values > 4.
Case III -ID19955965 -red cycle. Object 19955965 (M /M =10 11.3 ) is an example of a redsequence galaxy with a sSFR of 3 × 10 −12 that experiences an enhancement in SFR following a minor merger (mass ratio of 0.12) with a gas-rich satellite. This results in an increase in the gas mass fraction and corresponding increase in star formation activity for ≈ 1.5 Gyr, after which the star formation is rapidly quenched. This evolution within the red sequence is apparent in the PC1-PC2 space, where an originally quiescent galaxy moves to the star-forming region, after which it briefly passes through the post-starburst phase before returning to the red sequence. The image analysis shows an already high central concentration of light in the galaxy prior to the merger, C ≈ 4.0. Neither a significant growth of the spherical component nor an obvious morphological disturbance is observed during the interaction.
Case IV -ID8154304 -Truncation. The final case is an example of a post-starburst phase which does not follow an evident starburst. These typically only just attain sufficiently strong Balmer lines to appear above the main sequence in PC2, similar to the "red cycle" objects. Object 8154304 is a star-forming galaxy with SFR prior to the quenching event of ≈ 1M /year. It experiences rapid quenching about 0.5 Gyr before z = 0.1 associated with fast exhaustion of the galaxy gas supply. Three micromergers (mass ratio < 1 : 10) occur in close succession, within 0.6 Gyr of the quenching event. Additionally, the sudden increase in the the halo mass of the galaxy, from M h /M ≈ 10 11.6 to M h /M ≈ 10 14.4 at z = 0.1, indicates that it has fallen into a massive halo. Analysis of the galaxy's environment also revealed a rapid decrease in its halo-centric distance. This suggests that the galaxy has been subjected to cluster-related quenching, including ram-pressure stripping of gas and harassment. In PC1-PC2 space, the galaxy undergoes a transition from the blue cloud towards the red sequence with a very brief period in the post-starburst phase. The quenching is not associated with growth of a spheroidal component and the galaxy retains a disk-like central concentration of light (C 3.0). Interestingly, the combined effect of multiple micro mergers and/or infall onto the cluster induces more morphological disturbance than the single minor merger observed in Pathway III.
Simulated galaxies in the z = 0.1 EAGLE universe follow various pathways through the post-starburst phase closely resembling those conjectured from observational studies. A gas-rich major merger of two galaxies can cause a powerful starburst and subsequent decline in SFR (ID17473042 and ID9052812). This scenario agrees with the disturbed morphologies found in many low-redshift post-starburst galaxies [e.g. 3, 10, 14] , as well as their intermediate-density environments which are favourable for mergers to occur [e.g. 3, 4, 18] . Moreover, the short timescales of morphological disturbance post-merger supports the possibility of a merger origin for post-starburst galaxies with no visible signs of interaction [14] . Evolution via major mergers can lead the galaxy either back to the blue cloud with decreased sSFR (ID9052812) or near/onto the red sequence (ID17473042), depending on the remaining gas content [e.g. 16, 17, 29] . detectable as a poststarburst galaxy, conforming to the findings of significant gas reservoirs in some post-starburst galaxies [e.g. 16, 17] . In both cases, the merger leads to growth of the spheroidal component, as found in idealised merger simulations [e.g. 30] , and in agreement with many morphological studies of post-starburst galaxies [e.g. 8, 18, 31] . As such, the quenching (whether partial or 'full') and morphological transformation occur concurrently, as a result of the dynamical interaction between the galaxies. The starbursts are accompanied by a brief period of black hole growth, however, it is not currently possible to tell whether this contributes to the star-formation quenching.
Star formation in a galaxy may also be quenched, either fully or partially, without the corresponding morphological transformation (ID8154304). In this particular case, the rapid decline in the SFR is due to environmental effects, consistent with that proposed in clusters [e.g. 2, 6, 7, 21, 32] . This process naturally explains why morphological studies of post-starburst galaxies in clusters have reported a high incidence of disks [e.g. 33] .
Finally, post-starburst characteristics can also be observed when an already quiescent galaxy undergoes a minor merger with a gas-rich satellite (ID19955965). This 'rejuvenation' event rapidly consumes the new gas supply only to return to the quiescent state, consistent with observational results in the field [18] and clusters [15] .
In this work we find that 60% of galaxies with poststarburst features remain in the blue cloud within the 2.5 Gyr time window that we probe. About 50% of galaxies had not undergone a distinct short-lived starburst, but rather a sharp truncation of their star formation. These multiple pathways explain the wide variety in the observed properties of post-starburst galaxies. They may also in part explain the disagreement regarding the role of this peculiar class of objects in the build up of the red sequence: if a significant fraction of post-starburst galaxies are not in fact transitioning from the blue cloud to red sequence as previously believed, more room will be opened for slower quenching routes [5, 11, 23, 24] . Future work will investigate which factors are dominant in determining these pathways (e.g. gas fractions, progenitor morphology, orbital configuration, environment, black hole feedback), as well as whether cosmological simulations capture the correct balance of evolutionary pathways.
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Methods
The EAGLE simulation and data products
The EAGLE cosmological simulations are described in detail in Schaye et al. [19] ; here we highlight some key points. The suite includes a range of cubic volumes and resolutions performed with the Gadget-3 TreeSPH code [1] . The subgrid physics used in EAGLE includes radiative cooling, star formation, black-hole gas accretion, and AGN feedback [2, 19] , based on that used in OWLS [3] , GIMIC [4] and COSMO-OWLS [5] . The simulations were calibrated to match the observed galaxy sizes and galaxy stellar mass function (GSMF) at z ≈ 0.1 [20] . As in this work we are interested in local post-starburst galaxies, which are relatively rare, we focus on the largest [6].
The EAGLE data products [7] used in this paper include the dark matter, stellar and gas mass histories as well as the merger trees. Full particle information is stored for 29 snapshots over the redshift range 0 ≤ z ≤ 20, spaced between ≈0.3 to ≈1. 35 Gyr from high to low redshift. In between these snapshots are finely spaced "snipshots" for which less information is stored. Galaxies are defined as all material within a 30 kpc (proper) spherical aperture centred on the subhalo potential minima in the z = 0.1 snapshot. As subhalo information is not stored for snipshots, we track the galaxy centre by tracing the most bound star particles from snipshot to snipshot and locating the centre using a shrinking spheres algorithm. Our sample is selected from galaxies with M > 10 9.5 M in the z = 0.1 snapshot. This minimum mass limit corresponds to the point where the colour distribution of EAGLE galaxies diverges from observations [8] , as well as corresponding to mass limits typically used in observations of local post-starburst galaxies [18] . We identify mergers for galaxies above a mass limit of 100 particles (M > 10 8 M ). We computed the star-formation histories by summing up the stellar mass formed in each of the 12470 1 Myrwide bins of lookback time for z > 0.1 (12.47 Gyr of cosmic history), and the metallicity histories by finding the ratio of stellar mass locked up in metals to the total mass in stars for each age bin. To compute the histories of the total and cold gas we consider gas particles that are bound to the halo and within a 30 kpc (proper) aperture of the galaxy. The cold gas component is defined to be those gas particles that are forming stars. We choose to identify post-starburst galaxies in the z = 0.1 snapshot to allow us to observe the evolution of the galaxies over a longer time period following the starburst/quenching episode than would be possible for those identified in Figure 1 : The evolution of the star-formation rate, gas content and morphology of the four example EAGLE poststarburst galaxies as a function of lookback time from z = 0.1. Top: star-formation rate; the times at which mergers occur are marked with different colours according to the mass ratios of the progenitor galaxies: major mergers (1:1 -1:4) in blue, minor mergers (1:4 -1:10) in purple, and micro mergers (<1:10) in yellow. Upper centre: the cold (gray) and total (black) gas to stellar mass ratio histories. The legend gives the stellar and dark matter halo mass for each galaxy at z = 0.1. Stellar masses are calculated within 30 kpc, and the halo masses are with respect to critical density. Lower centre and bottom: the shape asymmetry and concentration index measured using SDSS-like r-band images. Measurements made using dust-free and dusty images produced by SKIRT are shown in red and black respectively. The evolution of the spectral indices, PC1 and PC2, for our four example galaxies. The value measured at z = 0.1 (t lb = 0.0) is indicated by a light green circle; measurements are recorded in steps of 50 Myr and trace the evolution of PC1 and PC2 back to t lb = 2.5 Gyr (dark green circle). The underlying greyscale shows the full EAGLE sample at z = 0.1. The time that the galaxy spends in the PSB selection box is given in the lower right of each panel.
the z = 0 snapshot. We therefore define lookback time t lb = 0.0 from the z = 0.1 snapshot.
Spectral synthesis and analysis
We created optical synthetic SEDs for the 7312 EA-GLE galaxies with stellar masses M > 10 9.5 M in the z = 0.1 snapshot by matching the star-formation and metallicity histories with BC03 simple stellar populations [SSPs, 9] , interpolating the SSPs linearly in log-flux between metallicity bins. We used an updated (2016) version of the BC03 SSPs with a Chabrier Initial Mass Function (IMF) constructed using Padova 1994 stellar evolutionary tracks, and the MILES spectral library in the wavelength range of relevance to this paper [10] . We then applied a two-component dust screen assuming an optical depth to young stellar populations (ages < 10 7 years) drawn randomly from a Gaussian distribution of width 0.5 centred on τ V = 1.0, which approximately matches the dust distribution measured from Balmer line decrements for galaxies in our SDSS comparison sample (see below). We assume a fraction of dust due to the interstellar medium of µ = 0.3, and power-law slopes of 0.7 and 1.3 for the interstellar and birth cloud dust, respectively [11, 12] . The two-component model means that galaxies with no young stellar populations will have an effective attenuation of τ V ≈ 0.3. The more sophisticated radiative-transfer treatment used to construct the images (see below) was computationally too expensive for the construction of the spectra, but previous results on the EAGLE simulation suggest that an analytic two component dust prescription leads to a similar colour distribution compared to the full radiative transfer approach [13] .
In observational studies post-starburst galaxies are selected based on their unique spectral energy distribution (SED) characteristics. i.e. strong Balmer absorption lines or Balmer break [1, 5, 12, 14] . Traditionally a cut on emission lines has been used to ensure no ongoing star formation, but is now known to bias samples against starbursts that do not decay instantaneously [11, 14, 15] , as well as narrow line active galactic nuclei (AGN) which are more prevalent in post-starburst galaxies [12, 16, 18] and galaxies containing shocked gas [17] .
To avoid these biases Wild et al. [12] introduced a method to isolate post-starburst galaxies based on the stellar continuum alone. A Principal Component Analysis (PCA) of the 4000Å region of the optical spectrum identifies three primary principal components that account for 99.5% of the variation in the shape of spectra, of which we use the first two in this paper. For first component (PC1) measures the shape of the continuum around 4000Å which is strongly correlated with mean stellar age. PC2 measures the excess Balmer line absorption, meaning that galaxies with large PC2 values have stronger Balmer absorption lines than expected for their mean stellar age. This is typically interpreted as having had a recent starburst, where the enhanced AF/OB star ratio leads to stronger Balmer absorption lines than expected, peaking about 1 Gyr after the starburst [1, 12, [18] [19] [20] [21] . The PCA method largely reproduces the method of Kauffmann et al. [22] who used the spectral indices D4000 and Hδ to identify galaxies which had recently undergone a burst of star formation. The advantage of PCA over D4000 and Hδ is the increase in signal-to-noise ratio afforded by combining all the higher order Balmer absorption lines, as well as the shape of the continuum, into a single index. It is important to note that this method does not require the starburst to have ceased entirely, unlike the traditional methods that place a hard cut on emission line strength. It is therefore highly effective at identifying an inclusive set of "post-starburst" galaxies, including those that are still forming stars. This allows us to study more generally the causes and impact of starbursts on galaxies, rather than focusing on the more specific class of entirely quenched post-starburst galaxies. However, it is also worth nothing the disadvantages of the PCA method compared to traditional methods cutting on emission line strength: firstly, the PCA method only cleanly identifies slightly older PSBs ( 600 Myr); and secondly, dusty starforming galaxies can contaminate the samples [18] . With good quality spectra the latter can be identified and removed via their Balmer decrement. Figure 4 (in the Supplementary Information) shows the distribution of the first two spectral indices for galaxies in the z = 0.1 snapshot in EAGLE, compared with those measured for galaxies selected from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey [SDSS DR7, 23] with 0.03 < z < 0.06, Petrosian r-band magnitude less than 17.7, above the same stellarmass threshold and with signal-to-noise ratio per pixel in the g-band, SNR g > 5 [12] . The median SNR g of this sample is 14.8. Emission lines are masked during the projection of the SDSS spectra onto the eigenspectra if present. Quiescent galaxies (strong 4000Å break) are found at high values of PC1, while star-forming galaxies form a locus of points at lower PC1 values. Ongoing starbursts occupy the bottom-left corner of the PC1-PC2 distribution as the O and B stars that dominate their spectra have weak Balmer absorption lines; as shown by Wild et al. [12] post-starburst galaxies can be selected from the 'bump' of the PC1-PC2 distribution at high values of PC2. In Pawlik et al. [18] we show how this selection compares to the more traditional cuts on the Hδ absorption line and Hα emission line equivalent widths. Specifically, using the criteria of [24] only 9 post-starburst galaxies are found in the SDSS sample presented in Figure 4 , compared to 69 using the PCA selection (see below for further details). The PCA-selected PSBs typically have emission line equivalent widths that lie below the star-forming "main sequence", but are not (yet) completely absent.
The EAGLE galaxies show the expected bimodal behaviour in the PC1-PC2 space, in agreement with ob-servations, but there are some differences in the shape of the distribution with respect to SDSS DR7 galaxies. The agreement in PC1 indicates that the distribution of light-weighted mean stellar ages of galaxies in EAGLE is approximately correct, as shown by [25] . The apparent lack of galaxies in the post-starburst region is simply due to the smaller volume, and we address this point below. The shift towards higher values of PC2 for the EAGLE star-forming galaxies, as well as the reduced width of the PC2 distribution, is caused by several effects. Firstly, we use the same 2-component dust screen model for all EA-GLE galaxies, which does not allow for the variation of dust content/geometry seen in real galaxies [13, 26, 27] . Secondly, the EAGLE spectra are noiseless. Adding Gaussian or white noise to the spectra does not affect the PC amplitudes, while correlated errors and systematic errors that undoubtedly exist in the real spectra are much more difficult to reproduce and so are not added to the mock spectra. Thirdly, while fits to the spectra using spectral fitting package STARLIGHT [28] reproduce the PC2 values well, fits using parameterised (i.e. smoothed) star formation and metallicity histories consistently produce PC2 values that are too high. This suggests that the offset is not a fundamental limitation of the spectral synthesis models, but rather a limitation of the star formation and metallicity histories. As shown in von der Linden et al. [21] , this can be solved by introducing fluctuations on timescales of 10 8 years to the model star formation history, possibly suggesting that the EAGLE galaxy disks are not experiencing the level of short-term fluctuations that are observed in galaxies the real Universe. Finally, we find that the SDSS PC2 locus shifts upwards with redshift as a larger fraction of the galaxy light falls within the fixed 3" fibre apertures. This leads to spectra more dominated by light from galaxy bulges than their disks and is a well-known effect in all fibre-based surveys, known as "aperture bias". Unfortunately it is not possible to correct for aperture bias in these particular measurements.
Identifying post-starburst galaxies in EAGLE
We place a cut at PC2-∆ PC2 > 0.4 and PC1< −1 to identify a clean set of post-starburst galaxies, where ∆ PC2 is the 1σ error on PC2, and the limits are indicated by dotted lines in Figures 3 and 4 . This PC2 cut lies above the locus predicted by models of smooth star formation histories (exponential, delayed exponential or power-law) with dust attenuation typical for these low redshift galaxies; the additional PC1 cut prevents very old/metal rich quiescent galaxies from accidentally falling into the selection box. These cuts identify only those galaxies that have undergone a recent starburst, or rapidly and recently shut down their star formation [12, 21] . We additionally remove SDSS galaxies with large dust contents and strong emission lines that are likely to be dusty star-forming contaminants to the PCA-selected PSB samples [18] . The smaller volume of EAGLE compared to the SDSS survey means that 7 post-starburst galaxies with stellar masses M > 10 9.5 M were identified in the z = 0.1 snapshot, compared to 69 in our SDSS comparison sample. Accounting for the differing volumes, and assuming a spectroscopic target selection rate of 0.9 in SDSS [11] , as well as accounting for 2% of galaxies lost due to our SNR cut, leads to number densities of 6.7 × 10 −6 /Mpc 3 in SDSS and 7 ± 3 × 10 −6 /Mpc 3 in EAGLE, which is remarkably consistent given the limitations of the modelling and data. We note that this consistency between the EAGLE and real Universe in the number density of PCA and photometrically selected post-starburst galaxies remains over a wide range of redshift [29] .
The full star formation histories, output every 1 Myr, for each EAGLE galaxy allow us to improve on these statistics by identifying many more galaxies that enter the post-starburst region in the recent past. We reconstructed the evolving SEDs and calculated the spectral indices of all galaxies in the z = 0.1 snapshot of the EAGLE simulation, every 50 Myr, to identify galaxies that entered the post-starburst selection region in the previous 2.5 Gyr. We identified 124 galaxies (≈ 2% of the total sample), of which 27% transition from blue to red within the 2.5 Gyr probed, 60% remain within the blue cloud at z = 0.1, although typically evolve to have a larger PC1 (i.e. lower sSFR) over the measured time interval, and 2% are in cyclic evolution within the red sequence; the remaining ≈ 10% are galaxies found within the post-starburst phase at z = 0.1, or starting in the post-starburst phase 2.5 Gyr in the past. We define as "red" everything with PC1> −2, but additionally inspect the star formation history to ensure galaxies are correctly classified. From visual inspection of the star formation histories, about 50% of the time the post-starburst phase is subsequent to an evident shortlived (few 100 Myr) starburst episode; in the other cases a simple truncation of star formation is sufficient to cause the enhanced Balmer absorption lines, often following an extended (> 1 Gyr) period of enhanced star formation.
For this work we selected four galaxies which exemplified each of the different pathways through the poststarburst phase found in the EAGLE simulation (ID: 17473042, 19955965, 9052812, 8154304). In Figure 3 we plot the evolution of their PC spectral indices over the previous 2.5 Gyr since z = 0.1. In future work we will compare the dominant parameters leading to the different pathways [30, 31] , as well as the contribution of poststarburst galaxies to the global build up of the red sequence in comparison to more gentle quenching mechanisms [23, 24] .
Image synthesis and analysis
The images used in this work were generated using the SKIRT Monte Carlo radiative transfer code [32, 33] , with GALAXEV [9] and MAPPINGS III [34] spectra, as described in [13] . In contrast to Trayford et al. [13] , we do not perform the resampling of the recent star formation, as this smooths the star formation histories over 100 Myr which impacts the spectral features of the post-starburst galaxies. Images with 0.396"/pixel sampling were created, both with and without the effect of attenuation of light due to dust. From this we find that dust has no significant effect on the morphology parameters measured here (see Figure 1) . The images were then made to mimic the typical SDSS r-band images by adding effects of noise and point spread function smoothing (see [18] for more details). We chose to create all mock images at a fixed redshift of z = 0.04, in order to focus on the physical evolution alone, independent of image redshifting effects.
To characterise the morphological evolution of EAGLE galaxies through the post-starburst phase we analysed their mock images using 1) the shape asymmetry parameter, A S , which acts as an indicator of ongoing/past mergers when its value becomes larger than 0.2 [14] ; 2) the concentration index, C, which distinguishes between galaxies with dominant disky (C ≈ 3) and spherical (C > 4) components [35] , but may also increase temporarily during a centralised starburst. Both A S and C were measured using the code described in [14] .
Data availability
The raw data used in this paper are available to download from the EAGLE public database http:// icc.dur.ac.uk/Eagle/database.php. The case study galaxies presented here can be identified via their unique galaxyid. The database is described in [7] and [36] . The eigenvectors and PC amplitudes for SDSS DR7 spectra presented in Figures 3 and 4 are available for download from http://www-star.st-and.ac.uk/~vw8/ downloads/DR7PCA.html. The PCA code and morphological analysis code are available for download from https://github.com/SEDMORPH. The spectral synthesis models used to build the spectra from the EAGLE star formation histories are available for download from http: //www.bruzual.org/bc03/Updated_version_2016/.
